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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Airports are some of North America’s largest worksites. 1.25 million people are estimated to work at U.S. airports. 63,000 work at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport, and 50,000 work at Toronto’s Lester B. Pearson International Airport, making it Canada’s largest worksite. Airport workers’ jobs are as diverse as airport commerce. Among other things, airport workers move people, baggage, and goods around terminals, staff in-terminal malls, maintain expansive facilities, and service and operate aircraft.

In the last ten years, unions, workers, and their allies have had great success in improving airport jobs, often by enlisting public entities in support of workers. In the U.S. in particular, worker allies have deployed the powers of airport authorities and local governments to restrain corporate management and promote decent work. Their achievements are embodied in a new wave of living wage, worker retention, and recall rights laws—policies that make airport work more stable, secure, and remunerative. Similar gains have been achieved through like means at Canada’s largest airport, Toronto Pearson. The Toronto Airport Workers Council, an airport-wide body of workers, across multiple unions, has succeeded in pressuring the airport authority to adopt pro-worker policies. The Council’s ability to bring the energies of a broad coalition of workers, along with their allies in the community, allow it to exert telling pressure on employers and the airport authority.

The victories of the last decade have helped blunt many of the effects of privatization, deregulation, and fissuring in North American aviation, but more opportunities and threats lie ahead. Many airports, particularly in the U.S., are in the process of undergoing pandemic-and-stimulus-driven transformations. New airport constructions may either fuel exploitative and precarious work or promote stable public transit employment, for example. Tranches of funding may be used to advance pro-worker public contracting policies but may equally entrench employers’ and investors’ roles in airport governance.

The FIFA 2026 World Cup, taking place across North America’s three countries, presents an enormous opportunity to the airport workers who will make the events run. Chances for workers to exercise their power arise long before the events begin, as cities legislate to comply with FIFA requirements and companies angle for event-related business. In 2026, airport workers will operate the vital infrastructure that ties together the continent-wide event with the eyes of the world watching. For airport unions and workers in Canada, Mexico, and the United States, the World Cup presents a platform to pressure employers, publicize workers’ concerns, and achieve long-held priorities, especially in those cities where progress has previously been frustrated.

This report describes the complex world of airport work and identifies the ways it has already been transformed for the better through activism and advocacy. The principal focus is on major airports that are large enough to host 2026 World Cup games, concentrating on U.S. airports while noting Canadian and Mexican comparisons. The report begins with a review of the role of...
the public in airport governance. In the U.S. and Canada, but less so in Mexico, the main bodies governing airports are public institutions. While major North American airports are parts of national and international transportation systems, the distribution of power at these airports is determined by local laws, regulations, and contracts. These local relationships, along with national and international rules, create both levers for worker influence and obstacles to its success.

The mix of jobs and employers at airports, as well as the legal and contractual implications of airport governance, are discussed in the succeeding section. Most airport workers fall into one of three categories: public employees; airport authority concessionaire and service contractor employees; and airline and airline service provider employees. The predominant employers in each of these categories are international businesses who are subject to airport authority rules. In its final sections, the report surveys pro-airport worker policies enacted in the U.S., which provide a demonstration of what tripartite airport governance can do for workers and a template for further improvements. The Toronto Airport Workers Council and its successful drive to channel the collective energies of airport workers demonstrate what can be done to empower workers in their relations with employers and airport authorities.

A few lessons emerge from this research. First, effective airport activism requires deep familiarity with the legal and contractual ties that organize airport commerce. These networks create but also limit workers’ leverage and distribute power among public authorities and private businesses. Second, as the Toronto Airport Workers Council’s efforts show, the most successful campaigns to transform airport work have been supported by broad coalitions of workers, unions, worker advocates, and community partners. Public authorities and private employers value their relationships with the airport community, and they have found it difficult to resist the demands of broad coalitions that claim the mantle of representing that community. Piecemeal efforts to reform airport work have been frustrated by corporate restructurings, providing yet another reason to favor a comprehensive strategy. Third, worker advocates must be attentive to the international dimension of airport work. Airport operations are governed by international rules and performed by employers from across the globe, some of whose operations are highly mobile. International connections between workers and their unions allow for more effective action, putting pressure on employers in the geographies where they are most vulnerable.
2.1 Who Governs the Airport?

Airport authorities take many forms because all are created by state law. Even the multi-state Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, which operates Dulles and Reagan, is a Virginia corporation. Most small airports and many large airports are operated by departments or agencies that are accountable to city, county, and state officials. Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA)—the owner and operator of Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)—was called the Los Angeles Department of Airports until 1995. LAWA’s board is appointed by the City of Los Angeles Mayor. Baltimore-Washington International Airport is owned and operated by the Maryland Aviation Administration as one of the departments of state government, while Denver International is run by the City of Denver Department of Aviation.

Public corporations are a mainstay of airport governance. Some public corporations distribute power throughout a region. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) is managed by twelve commissioners, with each state appointing six members and enacting parallel enabling acts. Likewise, Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport is co-owned by those two cities, governed by a board members appointed by the city councils. Other public corporations are independent units of government. Seattle-Tacoma International Airport is managed by the elected commissioners of the Port of Seattle, a special-purpose corporation serving the voters of Kings County. Notably, airport authorities are sometimes located in jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction that controls the airport. San Francisco International is owned by the City and County of San Francisco, but the airport is geographically located in an unincorporated portion of San Mateo County.
State and local law distribute the powers needed to govern, operate, and own airports in different ways that are difficult to generalize. Importantly, however, airport authorities’ powers over contracting and facilities access often allow them to regulate off-site employment through contract rules for on-site contractors that run to their subcontractors. Some authorities have a degree of power throughout large geographical areas. As a result, airport authorities can construct regulations that are not easily evaded through relocation. The PANYNJ’s new wage rules for non-trade labor services, for example, apply to airline catering operations serving the authority’s airports throughout the port district, which runs to the New York-Connecticut border and covers most of the New York City metropolitan area.

Frequently, multiple governments have a claim to regulating on-site employment, and these overlapping government powers may sometimes create multiple avenues for pursuing advocacy. In 2013, the voters of the City of SeaTac, the Kings County municipality encompassing the airport, passed an employment law referendum that fundamentally changed work at the city’s largest worksite, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. The Port of Seattle, the airport authority, might have done the same as well.

### 2.2 Limits on Airport Governance: Federal and State

U.S. airport authorities are subject to a variety of legal restrictions on their powers emanating from the states and the federal government. As they are public entities, airport authorities are subject to state and federal preemption. Federal grant programs, chiefly for the maintenance and development of airfield infrastructure, also impose significant budgetary and operational requirements on airport authorities. Because U.S. airport authorities are public bodies, they are subject to state and federal preemption. Federal labor laws—the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act—have broad preemptive effect, yet they do not preempt minimum standards legislation like minimum wage, benefits, and leave requirements. The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 banned state and local regulation of “prices, routes, and services,” but most courts have construed the law not to preempt traditional employment regulations. State preemption laws, however, may prevent local governments and airport authorities from pursuing just such policies. Even taking the broadest possible view of preemption, airport authorities’ control over layouts, capital investments, and other aspects of operation provide direct and indirect means of controlling working conditions.

Airport authority powers are limited by the rules attached to federal grant programs, which have played a major role in the development of the U.S. airport system since the New Deal. The FAA’s Airport Improvement Program (AIP) and its authorizing statute require that airports agree to extensive grant assurances in exchange for AIP funds. Some of those assurances are project-specific, while others apply to grant-obligated airports throughout their useful life. Most large airports are grant-obligated, but some airports, notably the New York-area airports and Baltimore, Denver, San Diego, and San Francisco international airports, are grandfathered in and are not bound by FAA revenue restrictions. The FAA may still deny future grants based on noncompliance with AIP regulations by grandfathered-in airports.

Broadly, AIP statutes and regulations serve three different purposes especially relevant to the relationships between airport authorities, workers, and businesses. First, they ensure that aeronautical users and the public have reasonable and competitive access to the airport. Airports are forbidden from “unjustly
Figure 11: Map of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.
discriminat[ing] against aeronautical users, although they may impose generally applicable minimum commercial standards on all users. To ensure reasonable public access, federal law caps the per-passenger fees airport authorities may charge to airlines and passengers. To ensure reasonable public access, federal law caps the per-passenger fees airport authorities may charge to airlines and passengers.17 Second, the grant rules protect federal investments by prohibiting “revenue diversion,” which is the use of airport operations to subsidize other government activities. The FAA has regulatory authority over the use of airport revenues which the administration uses to promote self-sustaining airport operations and revenue reinvestment. The FAA’s principal sanction for violation of AIP budgetary rules is the withholding of current and future grants, although the FAA has a rarely used civil enforcement authority.16 Third, the grant rules pursue equity in the allocation of airport authority business through the Airport Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program and Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program.19 Through AIP, airport authorities are subjected to many of the requirements that apply to federal contractors generally, but with important limits. Some of the most significant AIP requirements for workers apply only to specifically funded projects. The prevailing wage rules of the Davis-Bacon and Service Contract Acts, however, apply to work performed on AIP-funded projects and lapse at the end of funded projects. In contrast, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which bars discrimination in federally financed employment, applies indefinitely after receipt of AIP funding.20

2.3 Private Power at U.S. Airports.

U.S. airport authorities have resisted a global trend towards privatization. No U.S. commercial hubs are privately owned, although San Juan’s Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport is subject to an airport-wide, long-term lease of forty years signed in July 2013. That airport remains the only major hub that has successfully completed the FAA’s Airport Privatization Pilot Program, renamed the Airport Investment Partnership Program in 2018. Still, airport authority private parties can play a major role in airport administration, development, and decision-making.21

U.S. airlines have frequently played prominent roles in the financing and development of airport infrastructure, especially terminals. Some airport-airline contracts give airlines a say in airport authorities’ capital planning decisions through majority-in-interest clauses, which allow the airlines accounting for a majority of traffic to approve, reject, or be consulted on airport development projects that would necessitate significant increases in the fees airlines pay to airport authorities.22 Concessions, management and development contracts with airlines and other businesses also erode public power. The development and management of JFK’s Terminal 8, for example, was entrusted to Westfield, a major shopping center manager. The same is true of Terminal 4, which describes itself as “the only privately operated terminal in the United States” and is currently operated under a design-build-operate contract with Schiphol Group.23 The Schiphol Group is a corporation fully owned by
three Dutch government bodies, and the group operates Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport, among others. The section on airport employers further details some of the contractual arrangements that put private parties in control of airport operations.

### 2.4 Global Comparison: Canada and Mexico.

Airport privatization has spread throughout the globe at a rapid pace since UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher privatized the British Airports Authority in 1987. In Asia, Latin America, and particularly in Europe, policymakers have divested public interests in airport land, facilities, and revenues to profit-making corporations through public-private partnerships, build-operate-transfer agreements, and public stock offerings. The extent of public control is difficult to measure but few dispute that the role of private capital in airport finances and management has grown dramatically across the world. Airports Council International estimated that fully and partly privatized airports accounted for a majority of global passenger traffic by 2017.25 In Canada and the U.S., however, private management and investment have played a smaller role. No major commercial airports have been fully privatized. Still, airport authority development and management agreements, some decades-long in duration, frequently give a substantial role in airport administration to airlines, retail operators, and other businesses.26

As in the US, most major Canadian airports are publicly owned, although the federal government has traditionally played a much more direct role in airport management. Prior to 1992, the Canadian federal government built and operated the 26 major airports of the National Airport System, but since then all have been transferred (on 60-year leases) to nonprofit corporations controlled by a mix of local, provincial, and federal governments. Consider for example the

![Figure 1.2: “United 2026 Bid cities. Note that Montreal has dropped out of consideration.”](image-url)
two Canadian candidate host cities for the 2026 FIFA World Cup: Toronto and Edmonton. Toronto Pearson International Airport was managed by a federal agency until 1993-1995, when it was replaced with a federally chartered non-profit corporation, the Greater Toronto Airports Authority, whose board members are appointed by the federal government (2 members), the Province of Ontario (1), and nearby local governments (5). The Edmonton Regional Airports Authority is organized along similar lines and manages Edmonton International Airport among others.27
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3 What Do Airport Workers Do?

Airports are intermodal transportation hubs with built-in malls and parking lots, with many different types of jobs performed on airport land or in support of airport operations. Broadly, the people working at airport authority-regulated business can be broken into three location-based categories—outside the terminals, inside them, and on the tarmac—although significant categories of work span the divides, and some work takes place off-site. Unfortunately, federal statistical methodologies make it difficult to classify and quantify much of the work that goes on in the regulatory orbit of airport authorities.

3.1 Outside the Terminal

Ground Transportation, Parking, and Car Rental

Travel to and around airports generates a significant amount of employment. Airport authorities often operate extensive transportation facilities reaching off-site, while managing on-site linkages between terminals. Transit, parking, and rental car businesses are some of the largest employers in the airport mix.

Many airport authorities operate their own mass transit systems, as well as substantial parking infrastructure. This is partly the result of FAA grant rules that discourage airport authorities from mixing funds with other government units. Many of these systems are automated, generating less employment than comparable public transportation. For example, the NY/NJ Port Authority runs various transportation links reaching far off airport property, such as the JFK AirTrain, an 8.1-mile-long automated people mover system reaching both on-site terminals and external parking and transit sites. The system is operated by Bombardier Transportation under a Port Authority contract and is not directly connected to Metropolitan Transit Authority stations. Due to the scope of airport property, parking lots are frequently operated as concessions and connected to terminals by busses. Airport parking lots are among the largest in the world, capable of generating significant airport employment.

Ground transportation—moving passengers and goods between terminals, parking lots, and other facilities—generates additional employment. Authorities and their contractors often run shuttles connecting the terminals and other important airport locations to one another,
creating jobs for drivers and mechanics. Many airport-associated transit systems are operated as third-party concessions, with private firms paying for the privilege to use airport assets for business purposes. Other sources of transportation employment around airports are not as closely tied to airport authorities, such as taxi, ride-hail, bussing, and trucking companies that load or unload at airports. Air cargo operations bring large amounts of associated trucking, docking, warehousing, and security employment, although on-site operations are generally measured poorly due to federal statistical methodologies. These workers may be employees of air cargo airlines, other ground transportation firms, and associated subcontractors.

AIP regulations restrict airport authority control over ground transportation, requiring authorities to “permit, to the maximum extent practicable, intercity buses or other modes of transportation to have access to the airport.” However, airport authorities still may charge fees to ground transportation operators, assign them pick-up and drop-off locations, and otherwise influence their operations.

3.2 In The Terminal
Customer Service and Concessions.

In and around the terminals, workers in a variety of job categories provide security while others manage passengers, service their needs, and maintain the facilities. A mix of employees associated with airport authorities, the airlines, and their contractors greet passengers on their arrival at airports. The skycaps who help manage passenger baggage and customer service agents who check passengers in are employed by airlines and their contractors, while the wheelchair attendants that help passengers navigate terminals are typically airport authority contractors. As passengers progress through check-in and security and move towards their gates, they walk through concourses filled with airport concessionaires. Concessions workers staff everything from sit-down restaurants to duty free stores to currency exchanges. Airlines and their contractors, and sometimes airport authority concessionaires, also run lounges along concourses as complements to in-flight offerings.

3.3 On the Tarmac, in the Cabin, and in-Flight.

Once passengers arrive at their gates, the employees of airlines and airline service providers take over. Passengers arriving at their gate are met by gate agents and customer service representatives, who handle the process of organizing, informing, and boarding passengers. On the tarmac and in the cabin, employees in several different categories prepare planes for flight. Helped by trucks and conveyor belts, catering and ramp employees load prepared food, water, and baggage onto the planes, prepare the cabin, and service the lavatory. (Air cargo firms usually call ramp agents cargo agents, and they perform similar on-and-offloading tasks.) Fleet service agents fuel, inspect, de-ice, and guide planes into position. The plane itself is maintained by employees in part by these agents and others out of passengers’ sight, including aircraft (or aviation) engineers, mechanics, technicians, and maintenance agents. Employees sometimes called gate agents connect the plane to the gate, usually using a passenger boarding bridge or mobile staircase, and provide other assistance in the boarding process. Having helped passengers to their seats, flight attendants prepare passengers for the flight and, after the pilots get into the air, provide in-flight services. Air traffic controllers, employees of the FAA, help the pilots through the airspace.
3.4 Across Divides and Off-Site
Property Services, Maintenance, and Airline Catering

Airport custodial, maintenance, and infrastructure functions all generate diverse, location-specific employment. Airports also issue major property services contracts of various kinds to maintain large, complicated, high-traffic facilities. These functions are either contracted out, sometimes to hiring halls, or made the task of public employees. Sometimes, property services contracts also include services for passengers who require assistance moving around the terminals, such as wheelchair attendants.

A notable example of off-site employment sometimes subject to airport regulation is airline catering. While some segments of airline catering operations may be located on-site, food preparation for airline catering is often performed off airport property and is nevertheless sometimes subject to regulations by local governments and airport authorities.

Security functions provide a great deal of employment, some public and some private. One of the largest sources of direct employment by airport authorities involves policing terminals and the traffic around them. For example, the City of Los Angeles’s payroll information for the airports department recorded 2,993 active full-time employees in 2020, with 383 custodians, 349 security officers, and 467 police in various job categories. Inside, private security employees complement federal Transportation Security Administration and Customs and Border Patrol employees, as well as some employees on government service contracts, in securing access points, monitoring sterile areas, and enforcing the law.


32 See e.g., Dallas/Fort Worth Int'l Airport Bd. v. Ass'n of Taxicab Operators, USA, 427 S.W.3d 547 (Tex. App. 2014).

33 The Los Angeles City Administrative Officer publishes city-union MOUs, including MOUs for at least five airport-specific units, mostly of police officers. https://cao.lacity.org/MOUs/.

34 The City of Los Angeles payroll is made public on a rolling basis at this link: https://controllerdata.lacity.org/Payroll/City-Employee-Payroll-Current-/g9h8-fvhu/data.

35 https://www.fly2houston.com/iah/maps
Who Employs Airport Workers?

Airports nationwide host similar work, but airport authorities, airlines, and their contractors arrange it in diverse ways. The following describes a typical breakdown of employment relationships at major airports. In general, employees are attached to one of three employment categories: public employment; airport authority contractor and concessionaire employment; airline and airline service provider employment. Many public employees work at airports, chiefly in security and regulatory functions. They run the gamut from air traffic controllers, who are FAA employees, to local police officers, who are often airport authority employees. Others work on airport authority service contracts. Service contracts generate significant employment in property services and maintenance. Concessions contracts, which allow businesses to pay for the privilege of operating airport assets, generate an even broader array of employment in retail, services, hospitality, transit, and rental car operations. Airlines and airline service providers also employ massive numbers of workers in flight operations, baggage handling, catering, customer service, and other functions.

Significant subcontracting of various kinds and at various levels occurs in airport work. Airline holding companies have fractured employment among their subsidiary airlines and among airline service providers, some of which are also airline subsidiaries. Depending on local practices, the ultimate employer in many segments of airport work may be a small LLC, and small LLCs are particularly common in concessions and property service operations. Employment in these contractual chains can be precarious due to changes in employer identity that, depending on the circumstances, might cost jobs or result in workers being retained on worse terms by successor employers.

4.1 Public Employment

Various levels of government employ workers at airports. Air traffic controllers are employed by the FAA, while TSA agents are employed by the federal government or federal contractors. The employees of states and localities are also prominent at airports, performing security, facilities maintenance, and, in partnership with federal workers, law enforcement functions. The largest groups of employees on the Los Angeles World Airports 2020 payroll, for example, are law enforcement officers, with smaller groups of maintenance, engineering, and trade employees. In 2020, PANYNJ listed 2,406 employees in its police department and categorized 1,855 employees as aviation workers.
4.2 Airport Authority Contractors and Concessions

Airport authority contracts scatter jobs among various employee-employer relationships. Some authority-contracted employers are concessionaires, which are firms that rent profit-making facilities like retail space. Others are service contractors, such as the property services, security, and maintenance firms that keep airports running smoothly and safely.

Airport authorities take a few approaches to structuring employment among contractors and concessionaires. Some authorities contract out their management tasks wholesale to a third-party manager or developer, usually on a terminal-by-terminal basis. The management of JFK’s Terminal 8, for example, was contracted to Westfield, a major shopping center manager. More simply, authorities can directly lease facilities to their operators, but some authorities route most or all of concessions management through a prime concessionaire, which operates some share of the on-site businesses directly while contracting other aspects out. Schemes with multiple primes, with each prime managing a terminal or a specific business category (e.g., retail or duty free), are also common. Service contract work is also arranged by airport authority contract packages.

These contractual schemes often leave airport employers substantial room to subcontract the work they do on concessions or other contracts. The immediate employer of a custodian or a rental car sales representative may be a small LLC franchised by a larger business. Rental car concessions business is distributed among many franchisees to just three holding companies (Avis, Enterprise, Hertz), each containing multiple brands. HMSHost, Hudson, and other food, beverage, and retail concessionaires not only operate franchises of other brands, but also sublease to outside businesses. Service contractors and concessionaires use subcontracts and joint venture agreements to satisfy federal, state, and local programs that encourage the participation of disadvantaged groups in public contracting.

4.3 Airlines and Airline Service Providers

Four airline holding companies and their subsidiaries dominate the U.S. air travel industry, due to post-deregulation consolidation. The top four passenger air carriers—American, Delta, Southwest, and United—hold over two-thirds of the domestic market as measured by sales. Those four firms are both the largest employers and earners in an industry that employs about 600,000 full-time workers, according to Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) data, which unfortunately do not group employees by airline holding company but by carrier. Air cargo revenues are similarly concentrated in FedEx and UPS. About 446,000 people, or 71% of all airline employees, work for American, Delta, FedEx, United and Southwest, not including their air carrier subsidiaries. FedEx is the largest employer per the BTS, with over 200,000 full-time employees, although some are not be closely tied to airports.

Since deregulation, airline bankruptcies and mergers have seriously burdened collective bargaining and workers’ rights. Except for Southwest, the major airlines have all have filed for bankruptcy in the last two decades. United filed in 2002, Delta in 2005, Frontier in 2008, and American in 2011. Unions strenuously objected to the terms of some of these bankruptcies, which cut compensation and benefits and encouraged outsourcing.

Splitting work among direct employees, employees of subsidiaries, and employees of contractors has been a central feature of airlines’ attacks on unionized workers and working conditions more broadly. Apart from Southwest,
the major airlines all operate subsidiary airlines and have ground handling subsidiaries. United owns a ground-handling subsidiary called United Ground Express. As of 2019, Delta owns only 49% of Delta Global Services, its ground services operation. American, Delta, and United have also contracted with SkyWest, which operates flights as part of major airlines’ sub-brands, like American Eagle, Delta Connection, or United Express. The major airlines also own an assortment of regional airlines in addition to their main and subsidiary carrier brands.

Airline service providers, which contract with airlines to provide ramp, fleet, catering, and customer service, have also been establishing a growing presence at North American airports, expanding rapidly after the 2008 financial crisis. Many of these firms, often called ground service providers, are spinoffs from European flag carriers or are Europe-based, like Swissport (a Swiss corporation owned by international private equity firms), WFS-Aviapartner (owned by LBO France, a private equity firm), and Menzies (Scotland-based firm owned by Endless LLP, a UK-based private equity firm). There are major domestic players in the ground services market as well, such as GAT Airline Ground Support, Aircraft Service International Group, Airport Terminal Services, and Aviation Port Services. While some airline service providers like Menzies offer services almost sufficient to displace an airline’s entire presence at an airport, specialists like the catering brands SkyChefs or Gate Gourmet also play an important role in supplementing airline services.

At major airports a large number of these businesses may be present in varying degrees, performing any number of functions. These airline contractors also subcontract frequently, so the immediate employer of a cabin cleaning or baggage handling agent may be a small LLC operating as a franchisee.
4.4 Comparison: Canadian and Mexican Airlines.

The deregulatory impulse that changed American civil aviation in 1978 reached Canadian and Mexican airlines during the eighties and nineties. Air Canada, once a federal Crown corporation, was completely privatized by 1989. Privatization of Mexican state-owned airlines, Aeroméxico and Mexicana, as well as deregulation of routes and fares, began in 1988. Shortly afterwards, Aeroméxico bought Mexicana only for both to enter bankruptcy, return to state ownership, and be privatized once again. Now, Aeroméxico is part-owned by Delta, and Air Canada’s shares are owned by a mix of mutual funds. Mexicana Airlines ceased operations in 2010 following its bankruptcy.

As in the U.S., mergers, bankruptcies, and consolidation followed airline deregulation in Canada. In 2001, Air Canada bought its chief competitor, Canadian Airlines. That acquisition created a two-tiered workforce and brought Air Canada to file for bankruptcy in 2003. Now, Air Canada, WestJet, and the smaller Transat dominate the Canadian passenger air travel market. Following financial difficulties in the 2000s, significant parts of Air Canada’s business were sold to raise funds. Air Canada Express, for example, acts similarly to American Airlines’s regional subsidiaries but Express flights are operated by Jazz LP, part of Chorus Aviation’s holdings. In Mexico, during a years-long battle over privatizing state airlines, low-cost carriers grew rapidly. Volaris, Viva Aerobus, and Aeroméxico Connect now dominate the Mexican passenger air travel market, each earning more revenue than Aeroméxico’s mainline brand.

![Figure 4.1: Mexican Airlines by Domestic Revenue Passenger Miles, 2020](image-url)
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Workers, unions, and their allies had remarkable success in improving the quality of the jobs that bring people onto airport property over the last decade. Through advocacy and activism, they have won legislation, regulation, and procurement policies that make airport work more secure, remunerative, and dignified. Airport authorities and other agents of local government have been vital parts of broader efforts to change the basic rules of work. The City of SeaTac, which contains Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, was one of the first jurisdictions to enact a fifteen dollar minimum wage, which it did through a 2013 referendum.

A variety of pro-worker policies have committed public power to improving airport employment. Through statutes, regulations, and contracting policies, minimum wages have risen and been tied to inflation or prevailing wage formulas. Even before the pandemic, airport workers were among the first to benefit from statutory recall rights. Airport tenants have been subjected to labor peace agreement requirements embodied in airport authority rules and local law. These policies may apply to groups of employees defined by the amount of working time they spend on site, the type of service they work to provide, or the contractual relationships between their employers and airport authorities.

At Toronto Pearson Airport, Canada’s largest interunion cooperation has proven to be a potent force for workers’ rights. Emerging from resistance to the privatization of airport and airline operations, the Toronto Airport Workers Council (TAWC), an alliance between several unions active at Pearson, pursues the collective goals of all airport workers and supports the struggles of its member unions. TAWC has tangibly advanced Pearson workers’ interests by bringing their collective influence to bear on the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA), resulting in early vaccine access, reduced transportation costs, and other benefits. TAWC provides a model for effective, airport-wide advocacy and activism based around the airport.

5.1 Policies for Airport Work

Airport authorities and local governments have established policies that improve employee compensation, enhance job security, and ease organization. Airport employment has been an important contributor to major advances in compensation and other terms of employment through what are generally called living wage laws. The highest wage floors in the nation cluster around airports. San Francisco’s Minimum Compensation Ordinance, enacted in 2000, imposes an $18 minimum wage on most on-site airport work. The City of Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance, as of July 2021, requires “airport employers” to pay at least $17 per hour with at least $5.67 contributed to health benefits or $22.67 without health benefits. Workers at LAX and Van Nuys airports, under the living wage law, must also receive at least 96 compensated hours off-hours per year along with 80 hours of uncompensated leave for personal or family illness.

Similar gains have been achieved without legislation. The Mayor of Houston signed a “living wage” executive order in October 2019, which raised the minimum wage for some airport
employees to $12 in 2021. 58 PANYNJ raised the minimum wage at John F. Kennedy, LaGuardia, and Newark airports by administratively adopting new wage rules for some airport employees. In September 2018, the minimum wage for Newark airport workers was $10.45. By 2023, it will be $19 at all three airports. 59

Many of these recent policies for airport work include provisions for long-term change in wage and benefits rates, either by tying the rates to inflation indices or prevailing rates. These provisions are supplemented by further wage and benefit rules enacted in the Healthy Terminals Acts, parallel laws passed by the legislatures of New York (S.6266D of 2020 and S.4001 of 2021) and New Jersey (S. 989 of 2021). 60 Similarly, Philadelphia amended its prevailing wage ordinance for city contractors to include a broad variety of airport employers. The City of SeaTac’s minimum wage is indexed to the CPI-W, which is also used to adjust social security benefits. 61

Other local government and airport authority policies give rights to labor organizations. Some airports have a policy of signing project labor agreements with labor unions. Project labor agreements are pre-hire agreements, typically between labor organizations and contractor associations, that set the terms for employment on specified projects, similar to pre-hire agreements in the private construction industry. 62 Labor peace policies generally require that employers enter into an agreement with a labor organization seeking to represent their employees. 63 Through contract, employers and unions may cede their National Labor Relations Act rights. In return for the union’s promise not to call a strike, an employer might agree to waive its right to demand a representation election or to campaign against organizing. If a union requests a labor peace agreement but cannot agree with an employer, then the remedy is sometimes authority-mandated arbitration, as LAWA’s policy provides. In 2019, the Ninth Circuit held that LAWA’s labor peace policy was not preempted by the Airline Deregulation Act, the National Labor Relations Act, or the Railway Labor Act. 64

Recall and retention requirements have spread across U.S. airports in recent years, fueled by pandemic-related job insecurity and aggressive business practices. Recall rights laws require employers to offer laid-off employees their former jobs or similar jobs if they become available, and to offer retraining for different jobs in some cases. Worker retention laws require successor contractors to retain, and sometimes retrain, employees of the predecessor contractor for a specific time and provide important stability in a contract-based employment environment. 65 An April 2021 California law established recall rights for certain air transportation employees, among others. That law, SB 93, supplements but does not preempt similar recall-and-retention legislation for air travel established by several localities, including the cities of Long Beach, Los Angeles, and Oakland. Outside of California, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, and the State of Nevada have also enacted similar legislation. 66

Each of these policies and laws applies to certain segments of employees who go to airports in the course of their work or work on contracts with airport authorities and on-airport employers. Some of these policies use a geographic definition of airport workers or designate specific kinds of work as subject to the relevant policy. Portions of the New York Healthy Terminals Act, for example, apply to workers employed for at least half of any workweek on PANYNJ airport property in the state, with exclusions. The wage rules PANYNJ adopted before these acts were passed took a different approach, designating three pages worth of services that were subject to the policy. Philadelphia’s labor peace law follows a similar pattern and applies to airline contractors performing “ground services,” a category which includes ramp area security.
services, cargo and passenger loading services, and aircraft cleaning, deicing, fueling, and maintenance. A recently enacted Philadelphia law applied prevailing wage rules to a larger group, “covered airport service employees,” a complex amalgam of workers involved in ground services and food, beverage, and retail concessions operations, among others.

Legal definitions of airport work are often lengthy and dense, with significant exclusions based on employers’ contracts with airport authorities, the geography of work, and the functions performed on a job. A common limitation prevents living wage laws from applying to the employees of airlines and their subsidiaries to avoid administrative and legal challenges, but other wage policies do apply to some air carrier employees. However, federal labor and aviation law preemption may still provide room for state and local employment regulation of airport and aviation employment.

Businesses have cynically manipulated these contractual divides to avoid regulation, a fact evidenced by American Airlines’s evasion of the Miami-Dade living wage ordinance. American contracted with Eulen USA to provide wheelchair attendant services at Miami International Airport. The wheelchair attendants were protected by the 1999 Miami-Dade County living wage law, which applied to airline service providers but not airline and airline subsidiaries. To avoid the law’s provisions, American Airlines insourced the work to its subsidiary Envoy. The county mayor vetoed efforts to expand the law in 2018. American made similar efforts to evade the application of Broward County’s living wage law at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.

### 5.2 Enforcement

None of these policies is self-enforcing, and some airport employers are already lax in their compliance with employment, health, and safety law. Airport authorities generally have the power to discipline contractors and subcontractors who violate contractual requirements and regulations, but for many authorities cancelling the contract is the primary available remedy. Yet authorities are hesitant to do so, not only because of potential legal risks and administrative costs, but also because airlines object, claiming a need for continuity of service. To avoid these limitations, unions have advocated for policies that ensure rules are followed without resort to the airport authority’s remedies of contract cancellation or contractor debarment.

Private rights of action are an important means for enforcing rights against recalcitrant airport employers, allowing employees to sue without involving the airport authority or another government agency. These ordinances may contain penalties and fee-shifting provisions that make bringing a suit a viable means for relief. Miami-Dade County, for example, attached a private right of action to its living wage ordinance. A successful action can win back pay, benefits, attorney’s fees, and other costs, as well as a sanction of up to $500 for each week the employer is in violation of the ordinance. Separate penalties may be sought by and paid to the county. Some governments may also recover the funds through administrative processes or breach of contract suits against employers.

Contractor responsibility policies are another enforcement tool that require potential airport authority contractors to prove their bona fides as employers. Usually, the responsibility policies begin to take effect during the bidding process. LAWA, for example, requires bidders and proposers to submit survey answers regarding
their employment practices and past violations of employment law. The contractor responsibility policy continues after the award, as the procurement department has an investigation and sanctions process for violations. Designating a contractor non-responsible allows LAWA to seek legal remedies, to disqualify potential contractors, and to subject existing contracts to cancellation.76

5.3 Toronto Airport Workers Council77

Based at Lester B. Pearson International Airport, the Toronto Airport Workers Council (TAWC) is an organization of airport workers supported by a pact of solidarity signed by airport unions. TAWC and the pact grew out of Pearson workers’ resistance to the pressures brought on by Air Canada’s transformation from public airline to part of a restructured holding company. Facing pension and other cuts, several of the numerous bargaining units at Air Canada—customer service agents, flight attendants, mechanics, pilots, and others—were called to strike in 2011 and 2012. They were restrained by threatened and actual back-to-work legislation. As a path around government repression, TAWC was founded and the solidarity pact expanded in 2012. That same year, the Greater Toronto Airports Authority recognized the Council as a legitimate representative of workers’ interests and began meeting with its members regularly. Since then, TAWC has proved a potent channel for all Pearson workers’ power even in an environment marked by bitter resistance to workers and unions.

TAWC provides support to on-site unions and an infrastructure for wielding worker power at Canada’s largest workplace. Its meetings, held on-site, offer a forum for union and worker activists to identify common goals and act on them—through the Council’s joint mobilization committees. TAWC, for example, helped assemble broad worker backing behind Unifor and the Machinists’ fight against contract flipping at Pearson, a strategy employers have used to destabilize unions and attack workers’ rights.76 TAWC also serves an important interunion coordination role at the airport, whose approximately 400 employers pay 50,000 people to work on-site. TAWC generates efficiencies by aligning the work of local committees. Especially when the employer-union relationship seems unlikely to provide relief, committees can turn to the Council, and the Council’s relationship with GTAA can provide a more effective route for action.

TAWC’s strength lies in its connection to airport workers and the airport community. TAWC has made great efforts to build up a community of airport workers focused on creating a worker-centric culture and making solidarity a matter of day-to-day life. Most meetings are held at accessible, on-site locations prior to the pandemic, and the Council has advocated for the expansion of common areas for workers to congregate. The Council holds an annual May Day event and celebrates the airport’s wildcat strike culture. TAWC also serves to connect airport workers with outside partners, routinely collaborating with community groups interested in airport life. This collaboration has had many successes. For example, with Toronto Transit Commission Riders, TAWC successfully campaigned to reduce the fares on the Union Pearson Express, a rail link between downtown Toronto and the airport, from $27 to $12 for the public and to $3.50 for
airport workers. TAWC has also provided support to campaigns for higher wages in Toronto and Ontario, even though federally regulated TAWC workers will not benefit.

The Council’s work is strengthened by its tight lines of communication to the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA), which manages the airport. GTAA recognized TAWC as a legitimate representative of airport workers’ interests in 2012, and the two organizations meet monthly. GTAA is very concerned to protect its relationship with the airport community and to preserve continued service. The Council’s connections to Pearson workers, as well as its broad reach, make it valuable to GTAA. TAWC can inform GTAA of developing problems before they result in service interruptions, and TAWC can provide the community input GTAA desires. Through this relationship, TAWC has been able to use the GTAA’s powers to constrain employers and advance workers’ interests, providing an important complement to union bargaining. Through GTAA, TAWC has successfully advocated for a worker-empowering airport-wide health and safety council as well as employment assistance during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Using GTAA as a lobbying site has been a boon for bargaining, providing another source of leverage over and information about employers. Although the authority has been far from a perfect ally, GTAA’s role in developing the airport’s physical plant has provided an effective opening for worker influence. Alerted by TAWC agitation, GTAA helped stop Air Canada’s plan to build new, unsafe ticket agent workstations, leading to the installation of an ergonomic alternative.
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GOING FORWARD

For North American unions, airports are a site of challenges and of opportunity. The air travel business is normally cyclical, but the pandemic shock has been of another magnitude. Unions have the density at airports to make this a pro-worker recovery, one that addresses structural and more immediate issues.

One relatively straightforward way for unions to expand their influence at airports is to, following the Toronto Airport Workers Council model, establish airport-wide councils to represent workers. The broader claim of representation amplifies councils’ voices and provides a unique ability to contest public judgements about what is best for the airport and its surrounding community. This can form the basis for an active relationship with airport authorities and other policymakers. Building stronger relationships with airport authorities has also proven to be an extremely effective way to prime airports for organizing and securing benefits for workers organized and not. At the same time, an airport-wide council could provide an airport-wide reserve of power and coordinated energy to bolster workers and unions in their struggles.

Relationships between airport workers, airport unions, and airport authorities can also be used to influence basic structural features of the work-place and many vital working conditions. Authorities’ ownership interests give them some degree of influence over most airport operations. With the right advocacy, that influence can be used to facilitate contract structures that promote effective bargaining and improved working conditions. In particular, the structure of bids can be used to create administrable and strong bargaining units, resisting trends towards unit fragmentation. More broadly, as airports adjust their layouts to meet new public health needs and new operational requirements, influence with authorities can ensure that the physical layout of an airport is built with the needs of workers in mind.

While the power of airport workers may be exercised to many different ends, two areas stand out for near-term progress: airport access and health policy. For the purposes of organizing units and staging effective protest actions, unions can advocate to ensure that airport workers can exercise their First Amendment rights in an effective way, despite the security issues that usually keep on-site activity restrained. Access to on-site spaces for worker gatherings may also be desirable, especially as an aide to airport-wide organizing efforts. Health and safety policy relevant to all workers will largely be controlled by airport authorities in combination with federal regulators. Workers across the airport have tightly interwoven interests when it comes to preventing the spread of infectious disease, and health and safety councils that represent workers provide a means to ensure that those interests are represented in making decisions about work.